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INTRODUCTION

W
elcome to the fantastic world of Nehwon, home to the 
crime-ridden metropolis of Lankhmar, the City of the 
Black Toga, and residence of its questionable heroes, 

Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser! Based on the legendary works 
of Fritz Leiber, DCC Lankhmar allows judges and players to 
experience their own adventures in Nehwon, ones to rival the 
tales of Fafhrd and Gray Mouser. If you’ve ever dreamed of du-
eling in the foggy alleys behind Cheap Street, negotiating with 
supernatural mentors for scraps of forgotten lore, or merely try-
ing to survive one more night in the criminal underworld, DCC 
Lankhmar is for you!.

No Small Crimes in Lankhmar is a DCC Lankhmar adventure de-
signed for groups of 2 to 3 or 4 to 6 1st-level adventurers. It is 
intended to be run after the party has already met in a Meet 
adventure and serves as a suitable follow-up scenario once the 
group is established. However, an alternate opening is provid-
ed for judges wishing to use No Small Crimes in Lankhmar as a 
Meet. Although written for DCC Lankhmar, No Small Crimes in 
Lankhmar can be used as a city-based adventure in other DCC 
RPG campaigns with some minor adjustments.

In this adventure, the PCs undertake the exploration of a long-
shuttered home in the Rich Men’s Quarter of Lankhmar. There-
in, they find themselves transformed into miniature versions 
of themselves, shrunken down to a mere 6 inches in size. They 
must search the home to find the means to restore themselves 
to their rightful size, all while facing down the many threats the 
house contains: dangers ranging from a stray cat, a cadre of rats 
from Lankhmar Below, and a sorcerous guardian the size of a 
giant (from the miniaturized PCs’ perspective)!

BACKGROUND

L
ord Suttar was a minor Lankhmart noble who lived 
almost a century ago. He was a member of one of the 
rare noble families sharing bloodlines with the rats 

of Lankhmar Below who worked as their human allies in the 
city above. Lord Suttar maintained a secret house away from 
his manor, a sanctum in which he could meet secretly with his 
agents (both man and rat), experiment with his sorcery, and 
otherwise plot and scheme to his and the rats’ benefit. Legend 
holds that Lord Suttar perfected the magical draughts known 
as Hisvin’s Potions, elixirs that unerringly allow humanity 
and ratdom to intermingle in Lankhmar Above and Below.

Lord Suttar died suddenly before his plans came to fruition, 
and with his death, knowledge of his secret house perished as 
well. The building has stood abandoned since that time, its ex-
istence lost among the piles of paperwork Lord Suttar’s heirs 
never perused. Even the rats of Lankhmar Below ceased to visit 
the house after his death, believing that his abrupt demise was 
a result of others discovering his plotting with the rodents. In 
time, the short-lived rats also forgot about Suttar’s secret den.

Since Lord Suttar’s death, the house has garnered a reputation 
for being haunted by the locals and it is left to slowly crumble in 
a lonely cul-de-sac. Tales of a miser’s hidden cache of gold oc-
casionally make their way through the city’s underworld, entic-
ing thieves and the desperate to seek out the forgotten building. 
However, Lord Suttar didn’t leave his home unprotected and 
would-be burglars run afoul of its defenses (see below).

Recently, the rats of Lankhmar Below rediscovered notes in 
their own subterranean archives alluding to the magics Suttar 
created during his lifetime. A squad of rat soldiers has been 
dispatched this very night to investigate the house, perform re-
connaissance on the surrounding neighborhood, and to recover 
any valuable information or magics the rats of Lankhmar Be-
low could employ against their foes. 

Option: If the judge’s campaign is set after the events of the Rat 
Plague (see The Swords of Lankhmar), Lord Suttar’s home can be 
replaced with a property owned by Hisvin the Grain Merchant. 
The building was a secret secondary home of the rat-blooded 
sorcerer and it escaped notice when the Overlord had all his 
goods and property in Lankhmar seized. Hisvin has yet to re-
claim his possessions from the house, making it rife for plun-
dering. The details of the adventure remain unchanged; simply 
substitute Hisvin any time Lord Suttar is mentioned.
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STARTING THE ADVENTURE
This adventure begins with the party outside of Lord Suttar’s 
home on Glulditch Court. Perhaps they’ve heard rumors of a 
treasure concealed beneath the floorboards of the building and 
have come to investigate. If this adventure occurs after the Rat 
Plague, the party may have been hired by the Overlord himself 
to track down any leads as to the hiding place of Hisvin. The 
judge should concoct a reason appropriate for the campaign 
that intrigues the party to investigate.

Once outside, read the following:

Glulditch Court is a lonely cul-de-sac situated between the Rich 
Men’s Quarter and the Crafts Quarter, a dead-end street overlooked 
by most Lankhmarts. It seems a street forgotten by the city at large.

One three-story, narrow stone building has clearly been abandoned. 
The wooden boards over its shuttered windows and the rusty chain 
and lock securing the front door are weathered with age. Dead orna-
mental bushes flank the short steps leading up to the entrance portico 
and the lawn is strewn with broken tiles fallen from the building’s 
steep roof. A single narrow alleyway presumably leads to the rear gar-
den of the empty home. Strangely, the third floor lacks any windows, 
presenting a solid stone façade to the court below. 

Looking about you, you see Glulditch Court is empty and the sounds 
of traffic on nearby Silver Street is muted. You feel you can approach 
the home undetected.

The neighborhood is home to well-to-do craftsmen who are 
usually hard at work during the day or sleeping soundly at 
night. Unless the PCs attract a lot of attention to themselves, 
they can enter the house unobserved.

Anyone using spells to detect magic on the house discern a faint 
residual aura of sorcery as if magic had been practiced often in 
the home. This is in truth the defensive curse that enchants the 
building.

USING THIS ADVENTURE 
AS A MEET

It’s assumed the PCs are already familiar with one an-
other at the start of this adventure, perhaps having met 
during the events of Masks of Lankhmar, The Madhouse 
Meet, or a Meet adventure of the judge’s own devising. 
If not, the judge can use this as their Meet.

In this case, each PC has heard rumors of hidden trea-
sure inside the house or been dispatched to investigate 
it by a patron, guild superior, or other individual who 
outranks them. They each arrive at Glulditch Court at 
nearly the same moment, becoming aware of one an-
other as they approach the house. Before any potential 
intra-party combat can occur, a patrol of constables 
wanders into Glulditch Court and attempts to arrest the 
PCs (who are likely out of place in this somewhat up-
scale neighborhood) for questioning. This interruption 
encourages the PCs to work together to avoid imprison-
ment and gives them a reason to pool their resources in 
exploring the house.

City Watch Constable (1 per PC): Init +0; Atk cudgel +2 
melee (1d4+1/1d10+1) or dart +1 ranged (1d4+1); AC 
13; HD 1d8; hp 4 each; MV 30’; Act 1d20; SP subdual 
damage without penalty; SV Fort +1, Ref +1, Will +0; 
AL N.
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INTRODUCTION

D
ominating the Land of Lankhmar and crouching at 
the silty mouth of the River Hlal in a secure corner 
between the grain fields, the Great Salt Marsh, and 

the Inner Sea is the massive-walled and mazy-alleyed metrop-
olis of Lankhmar, thick with thieves and shaven priests, lean-
framed magicians and fat-bellied merchants—Lankhmar the 
Imperishable, the City of the Black Toga. – Induction

Welcome to Lankhmar, the City of the Black Toga and the 
greatest metropolis in Nehwon. Within the walls of this 
grand city await a host of adventures, misfortunes, dan-
gers, and treasures for those who are brave—or foolish—
enough to seek them out. This supplement is designed to 
assist the DCC Lankhmar judge in creating adventures 
set in Lankhmar and to work as an inspirational resource 
for urban-based adventures. The judge will find a bevy 
of information about Lankhmar proper as well as numer-
ous tables to help describe the city, kick off adventures, 
and complicate the lives of the PCs. Although expressly 
designed for DCC Lankhmar campaigns set in the City of 
Sevenscore Thousand Smokes, this supplement can also 
be used for any DCC RPG (and other role-playing games) 
adventures occurring in a large fantasy city setting.

This book provides the judge with an overview of 
Lankhmar, giving him a broad picture of the city, its dif-
ferent districts, various civic bodies and trade organiza-
tions, and residents of renown. It also contains rules to 
quickly create unique neighborhoods for the player char-
acters to inhabit and visit.

Section One: A Guide to the City of Lankhmar describes 
the city overall, presenting the judge with a look at how 
life operates in Nehwon’s largest metropolis. This chapter 
details the city’s appearance, its defenses, government and 
legal systems, organizations, atmosphere, street scenes, 
and various districts. Useful tables are provided for the 
judge’s convenience, allowing him to swiftly generate in-
habitants, random encounters, adventure ideas, and ru-
mors for the player characters to encounter. While effort 
has been made to provide the judge with all the basic in-
formation necessary to create and adjudicate adventures 
in Lankhmar, there remains a great deal of blank canvas 
for him to recreate the City of the Black Toga according to 
his personal interpretation of Leiber’s work.
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Section Two: Lankhmar Rogues’ Gallery covers some of 
the city’s most famous and infamous residents—beginning 
with Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser! DCC RPG stats are pro-
vided for the heroes along with details on their history and 
personalities. The remainder of the chapter describes other 
notable occupants ranging from the average city watch 
constable to Lankhmar’s corrupt nobility to its more no-
torious underworld figures. Describing every important 
NPC in Lankhmar would require a much larger book, but 
the figures presented in this chapter are ones the PCs might 
easily rub shoulders (or cross swords) with.

Section Three: The Neighborhood is a collection of tables 
and guidelines allowing the judge to quickly create inter-
esting areas in the city and fill them with fascinating fig-
ures, places to meet and carouse, secrets to be discovered, 
and adventure ideas to kick off campaigns. Whether the 
characters call them home or are just visiting, these neigh-
borhoods provide ample opportunities for escapades, dan-
ger, and intrigue, and are vastly useful for a judge running 
city-centric adventures in Lankhmar.

USING THIS WORK
We set out to write a DCC Lankhmar supplement especially 
designed to be used at the table and not one intended to be 
read, studied, and memorized prior to play. We didn’t want 
to produce yet another fantasy city book filled with chapter 
after chapter of things the reader could already surmise. 
We’re going to assume you already know general facts such 
as “the harbor has a lot of docks” about Lankhmar (and 
other major fantasy cities). 

Although we’ve strived to fill this sourcebook with use-
ful tables and interesting facts about Lankhmar, it is im-
possible for us to surpass the work of Fritz Leiber, him-
self. This supplement should be treated as a secondary 
information source after the stories of Fafhrd and the 
Gray Mouser themselves. Judges seeking to run a cam-
paign set in Lankhmar should read Leiber’s stories, es-
pecially those set in and around Lankhmar, as primary 
reference material.

SUGGESTED READING
Any DCC RPG judge preparing to run a DCC 
Lankhmar campaign should first read at least a hand-
ful of Leiber’s Nehwon stories. A judge intending to 
set the campaign in Lankhmar City is especially di-
rected to the tales listed below. Reading these particu-
lar stories will help ensure the campaign feels right to 
players familiar with Leiber’s work as well as guide 
the judge in further fleshing out the material provid-
ed in this booklet.

These stories are presented in chronological order 
according to their events in the lives of Fafhrd and 
the Gray Mouser. Those marked with an asterisk are 
the most germane to running a Lankhmar city-based 
campaign.

• Ill Met in Lankhmar*

• Jewels in the Forest

• Thieves’ House*

• The Bleak Shore

• Claws From the Night*

• The Price of Pain-Ease

• Bazaar of the Bizarre* 

• The Cloud of Hate*

• The Two Best Thieves in Lankhmar*

• The Swords of Lankhmar*

• The Bait

• Beauty and the Beasts

• Under the Thumb of the Gods

• The Mouser Goes Below
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SECTION ONE: 
A GUIDE TO THE CITY OF LANKHMAR

L
ankhmar City is the oldest metropolis on Nehwon, 
a city steeped in history, mystery, and corruption. 
For all but the eldest of wizards, Lankhmar has 

always existed, secure in its place of power and influence. 
The cutpurse and merchant alike have little time or inclina-
tion to contemplate otherwise.

THE HISTORY OF 
LANKHMAR AND OTHER 

AGREED-UPON LIES

The graybeards dedicated to unearthing the secrets of the 
past have gleaned a few facts about Lankhmar’s prolonged 
history and share these hoarded jewels of lore with few 
others. Their research into the past revealed that Lankhmar 
began as a small village that grew around a number of an-
cient stone temples and towers that were discovered on the 
banks of the River Hlal millennia ago. The originators of 
these dark fanes is unknown, but it’s believed that the vil-
lagers paid homage to inhabitants of one such temple, the 
entities known today as the Gods of Lankhmar, who grudg-
ingly allowed the village to eventually flourish into the city 
it is today. 

The realm of Lankhmar, although imperishable, has waxed 
and waned down the centuries. A millennium or more ago, 
the lands of Lankhmar stretched from Quarmall in the 
south to the Trollstep Mountains of the distant north. Con-
flicts with native cultures, poor political decisions by reign-
ing Overlords, and simple misfortune have since reduced 
the nation of Lankhmar to its present size, but has failed 
to topple Lankhmar from its position of foremost land and 
city in Nehwon. Today, Lankhmar is still a vibrant, mili-
tarily, economically, and politically robust metropolis that 
influences the entire world of Nehwon.

THE LOOK OF LANKHMAR

A visitor standing outside the massive walls of the Im-
perishable City glimpses a sight akin to a great beast 
slumbering on a riverbank. Crenulated walls fashioned 
from ancient, massive stones surround the city, caging 
in its riot of buildings and teeming populace. Rising 
above the walls, the visitor sees spires, towers, minarets, 
garrets, and high-pitched rooftops forming a jagged sil-
houette against the sky. These structures cluster together 
like copses of trees, being most noticeable in the north-
ern expanse of the city where the Street of the Gods and 
its many fanes runs close to the minaret-crowned Rain-
bow Palace and redoubtable fortress of the Citadel. Phi-
losophers’ garrets and astrologers’ towers line the Street 
of the Thinkers to the south of the Street of the Gods, 
further adding to the aerial growths. The skyline drops 

lower as one turns his gaze south, but even in these low-
lying areas of the city, the rooftops of tenements, grain 
silos, and the odd and ancient forbidden temple can be 
glimpsed.

The air above Lankhmar is black with smoke from count-
less chimneys, forges, charnel pits, garbage fires, incense 
censers, crucibles, and so forth. This pollution is further 
darkened by the regular river fogs and sea mists that roll 
over the city when the sun plunges towards the horizon. 
It is little wonder that Lankhmar is also known as the City 
of Sevenscore Thousand Smokes and that the color black is 
the official hue of its nobility and civic forces.

Inside the city walls, the streets wind crookedly in many 
places, the surrounding buildings seeming to lean drunk-
enly across the thoroughfares, often turning the city’s mazy 
alleyways gloomy with shade even at high noon. The roads, 
depending in which quarter one finds himself, are paved 
with ancient stones, tiled with ceramic bricks mortared 
with brass, lined with uneven cobbles, or simply expanses 
of filthy, stinking mud that seldom dries. Whatever their 
makeup, the streets of Lankhmar are never empty during 
the daytime; each is awash with humanity, livestock, wag-
ons, carts, palanquins, horses, mules, and even stranger 
beasts, as its inhabitants strive to earn enough smerduks to 
survive another day.

Like a beast, Lankhmar is ever-hungry, consuming with-
out appeasement the contents of innumerable wagons, 
ships, caravans, trader’s packs, and smuggler’s bags. It 
also seems to possess a hunger for lives and not a morn-
ing passes without the sound of the Death Cart’s bell being 
heard in the streets, calling out for and collecting the dead 
of the previous evening. 

Lankhmar is a place where, as the Northern barbarian, 
Fafhrd, once observed, all adventurers, either big or 
small, have their beginnings. The city, with its excitement, 
riches, and dangers, sings a siren song that draws would-
be adventurers from nearly every land in Nehwon. Many 
disappear into the city’s underbelly, never to be heard 
from again. A few, however, write their names in the an-
nals of Nehwon’s history. What shall be the fate of your 
player characters?

THE POWERS THAT BE

No city can survive for millennia without someone to over-
see its well-being, monitor and cultivate its trade, and pre-
vent disorder and anarchy from destroying the metroloplis 
from within. These various authorities ensure Lankhmar 
stands for another thousand years and can be both useful 
allies and deadly foes to all its residents and visitors.
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INTRODUCTION

D
CC Lankhmar is designed to be 100% compat-
ible with Dungeon Crawl Classics RPG. It was the 
authors’ intent that every DCC RPG judge could 

use the information presented here with their home cam-
paigns in several ways. First, judges who had no interest in 
adjudicating adventures set in Lankhmar could still utilize 
the new monsters, spells, and patrons as part of their cam-
paign, cherry-picking what they desired. Secondly, judges 
could run a by-the-book DCC RPG campaign in Nehwon, 
using all the rules, classes, and so forth directly from the 
DCC rulebook. Lastly, judges desiring a true “literary” 
DCC Lankhmar campaign, one emulating Leiber’s fantas-
tic stories, would have a host of new and entirely optional 
DCC rules to incorporate into their games and help invoke 
the world of Nehwon. This work is a collection of all those 
rules in a single handy reference book.

All of the following rules are optional and judges are en-
couraged to use what they desire and discard the rest. In 
almost all cases, these rules are intended to replace similar 
ones presented in the DCC RPG rulebook and should not 
be used in conjunction with these core rules. Combining 
clerical healing and Lankhmar Luck healing, for example, 
might easily overpower the campaign and make for a less 
enjoyable play experience.

While these rules have been extensively playtested, con-
flicts between the optional DCC Lankhmar rules and those 
in the core book may still occur. The judge is left to adju-
dicate these conflicts as best suits his personal campaign. 
The one thing we’ve learned in creating the world of DCC 
Lankhmar is that everyone has their own interpretation of 
Leiber’s creation and how it should best be replicated at the 
game table. Make the following rules your own and your 
version of Nehwon will be true to yourself and your gam-
ing group.

See you at the Silver Eel!
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PART ONE: CHARACTER CREATION

C
haracters in DCC Lankhmar are very similar 
to their counterparts in a standard DCC RPG 
campaign, but there are some variations. These 

changes are imposed to generate characters more akin 
to the heroic individuals that populate Fritz Leiber’s 
tales. On a whole, DCC Lankhmar player characters are 
slightly more capable than their DCC RPG cousins, but 
not enough so as to change the tone and general rules of 
the game.

NO FUNNEL

DCC Lankhmar doesn’t utilize the zero-level funnel me-
chanic. The reason for this is that the heroes of Nehwon are 
precisely that: heroes. They aren’t jumped-up gongfarmers 
and cheesemakers who got lucky, but individuals gifted by 
Chance and Fate. This gift doesn’t ensure longevity, how-
ever, just the opportunity to accomplish daring deeds be-
fore Death comes to fill his quota.

Character creation in DCC Lankhmar follows these steps:

1. Roll ability scores, swapping two of them if desired. See 
DCC RPG p. 18 and notes below.

2. Determine your Birth Augur and “Lucky Roll” See DCC 
RPG p. 19 and notes below.

3. Choose a Place of Origin. See p. 4.

4. Determine your PC’s Benisons and Dooms. See p. 7.

5. Choose a class from the following: thief, warrior, or wiz-
ard. See p. 13 below and DCC RPG pp. 34-50.

6. (Optional) Choose an alignment. See DCC RPG p. 24 
and p 14 below.

7. Determine Nehwonian language(s). See p. 14.

8. (Optional) Roll once on the Intriguing Item table. See 
Appendix A, p. 38.

9. Purchase equipment. See p. 15 below and DCC RPG 
pp. 70.

10. Based on class chosen, you may know some spells. See 
p. 16 below and DCC RPG p. 104.

ABILITY SCORES

DCC Lankhmar PCs generate their ability scores by roll-
ing 3d6 in a row as described in the DCC RPG rulebook. 
However, to better demonstrate their heroic status, each 
PC can swap two of his rolled scores with one another if 
desired. For example, a warrior with a Stamina of 9 and 
an Intelligence of 13 could exchange those rolls, granting 
him a Stamina of 13 and a reduced Intelligence of 9. No 
more than two ability scores may ever be switched during 
character creation.

LUCK ABILITY IN 
DCC LANKHMAR

Luck plays a vital role in DCC RPG, but its role is signifi-
cantly more important in DCC Lankhmar campaigns. As 
born heroes, the PCs accumulate Luck faster than their 
DCC RPG counterparts, but also expend it much more 
frequently. Rules for gaining a special form of Luck 
known as fleeting Luck, using Luck to heal injuries, and 
increasing Luck above one’s starting score appear later 
in this book.

BIRTH AUGURS AND 
BENISONS AND DOOMS

DCC RPG includes the concept that each adventurer is 
born under a lucky (or sometimes unlucky) sign that influ-
ences their adventuring career, granting the PC an advan-
tage or disadvantage with a particular endeavor or talent. 
DCC Lankhmar further expands this idea with benisons and 
dooms.

Some DCC Lankhmar campaigns will not incorporate 
classes or methods used in DCC RPG. For example, “liter-
ary style” Lankhmar games may not allow players to take 
the cleric class and begin play at 1st level rather than uti-
lize the funnel. In these cases, certain birth augurs, such as 
Pack Hunter, Righteous Heart, or Survived the Plague, will not 
apply to the campaign and should be re-rolled. Consult 
your judge to determine what style of campaign he will be 
running and whether or not certain birth augurs should be 
re-rolled.

Benisons and dooms are similar to a PC’s birth au-
gurs in that they impact the adventurer ’s career in 
some manner. Unlike birth augurs however, benisons 
and dooms are tied to the character ’s place of origin, 
not the sign of his birth. An adventurer raised in the 
Cold Waste might have wildly different advantages 
than one hailing from the hot Eastern Lands. Benisons 
and dooms also resemble birth augurs in that they are 
randomly determined and can affect a character with 
varying degrees of severity. 

Benisons are tied to the PC’s Luck in another way. If a 
player has a specific idea in mind for his character and 
his benison roll results in an advantage that does not 
aid the character in realizing that goal, the player can 
permanently reduce his Luck score by a set number of 
points to purchase a second benison of his choice. This 
reflects the character spending his Luck throughout his 
childhood and young adulthood to achieve his goals. 
This process is further explained in the Places of Origin 
section below.
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INTRODUCTION

W
elcome to the fantastic world of Nehwon, home to 
the legendary Lankhmar and the dubious heroes 
known as Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser! Dungeon 

Crawl Classics RPG is pleased to be given the opportunity to 
mine the incredible stories of renowned author Fritz Leiber 
and adapt the people, places, and things of his tales for use 
at your gaming table. Within this boxed set, you will find ev-
erything you require to begin a DCC Lankhmar campaign or 
to take your DCC RPG adventurers through space and time 
to visit the world bubble of Nehwon.

The DCC RPG is a perfect fit for Leiber’s world and the stories 
that chronicle it, perhaps more so than any other role-playing 
game to date. DCC RPG was specifically designed to go back 
to the classic sword & sorcery stories that inspired the origi-
nal fantasy role-playing game and provide judges and play-
ers with the means to replicate the feel of those tales for their 
own enjoyment. One could say that Leiber and Lankhmar are 
in DCC RPG’s very DNA, a crucial part of making the game 
what it is. Now, thanks to a partnership with the estate of Fritz 
Leiber, DCC Lankhmar presents the fans of DCC RPG with 
new role-playing material that comes directly from the tales of 
Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser. Herein are new lands to explore, 
new monsters to battle, unique spells to uncover, and a bevy of 
optional rules to make your DCC RPG game better reflect the 
adventures that fill Fritz Leiber’s fiction. 

All of us at Goodman Games are delighted by the opportunity 
to play with Leiber’s most famous creation. His work casts a 
long shadow over the role-playing game hobby, influencing 
and informing some of the universal components of the pas-
time. Every shadowy thieves’ guild, every teeming city filled 
with fog and danger, every scroll-reading rogue and slyly 
intelligent wererat skulking through the underworld owes a 
debt of gratitude to Fritz Leiber. It is safe to say that almost all 
fantasy cities in RPGs are muddied reflections of Lankhmar, 
whether or not we recognize it on a conscious level. Everyone 
involved in the DCC Lankhmar line is thrilled to be able to 
play in Lankhmar and to figuratively walk its foggy streets 
after dark. After playing in the shade of the grand city for so 
long, it is an honor lay our hands on the very object that has 
thrown that long and influential shadow.

While the DCC Lankhmar set contains all the basics a judge re-
quires to get his Nehwon-based game running, it is far from a 
complete compilation of all things Lankhmar! Leiber penned 
more than forty Fafhrd and Gray Mouser stories, novellas, and 
novels in his lifetime, incrementally adding to the world of Ne-
hwon. Consider this set a mere aperitif, a sip of a fine vintage to 
wet your lips before consuming more. Each subsequent release 
in the DCC Lankhmar line will further explore Nehwon, allow-
ing you to build your campaign piece-by-piece, much as Leiber 
did his stories. We hope you’ll continue this journey of explora-
tion with us and to further range across the world of Nehwon 
and delve into the twisting streets of the City of the Black Toga 
through the lens of DCC Lankhmar!
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF  
NEHWON SOURCES

F
ritz Leiber wrote dozens of short stories, poems, 
novellas, and novels telling the tales of Fafhrd and 
the Gray Mouser between the years of 1939 and 

1988, a period spanning almost fifty years. Because of the 
sheer amount of Nehwon fiction published, new readers 
often have difficulty choosing a story to begin with, while 
more experienced readers might not find all of Leiber’s 
tales to their liking. Nevertheless, any judge desiring to 
run a DCC Lankhmar campaign needs to have at least a 
passing familiarity with the source material. Although this 
boxed set makes every attempt to provide the judges and 
players everything they need to begin their adventures in 
Nehwon, knowledge of Fritz’s stories is invaluable when 
running or playing in a DCC Lankhmar game.

The following list covers every piece of Fafhrd and Gray 
Mouser fiction Leiber penned during his lifetime, plus two 
others not written by Fritz. Many can be found in the vari-
ous collections produced by publishing houses such as Ace 
Books, Gregg Press, White Wolf Publishing, or Dark Horse 
Books, but a few are more difficult to locate. The stories 
presented in bold below are, in this author’s opinion, the 
quintessential Fafhrd and Gray Mouser stories and are re-
quired reading for any DCC Lankhmar judge or player.

The Jewels in the Forest (1939, as “Two Sought Adventure”)

The Bleak Shore (1940)

The Howling Tower (1941)

The Sunken Land (1942)

Thieves’ House (1943)

Gray Mouser: 1 (1944)1

Gray Mouser: 2 (1944) 1

Adept’s Gambit (1947)2

Claws from the Night (1951, as “Dark Vengeance”)

The Seven Black Priests (1953)

Induction (1957)

Lean Times in Lankhmar (1959)

When the Sea-King’s Away (1960)

Scylla’s Daughter (1961)3

The Unholy Grail (1962)

Bazaar of the Bizarre (1963)

The Cloud of Hate (1963)

The Lords of Quarmall (1964)4

Stardock (1965)

The Swords of Lankhmar (1968)

Their Mistress, the Sea (1968)

The Wrong Branch (1968)

In the Witch’s Tent (1968)

The Two Best Thieves in Lankhmar (1968)

The Circle Curse (1970)

The Snow Women (1970)

Ill Met in Lankhmar (1970)

The Price of Pain-Ease (1970)

The Sadness of the Executioner (1973)

Trapped in the Shadowland (1973)

The Bait (1973)

Beauty and the Beasts (1974)

Under the Thumbs of the Gods (1975)

Trapped in the Sea of Stars (1975)

The Frost Monstreme (1976)

Rime Isle (1977)

Sea Magic (1977)

The Mer She (1978)

The Childhood and Youth of the Gray Mouser (1978)5

The Curse of the Smalls and the Stars (1983)

Slack Lankhmar Afternoon Featuring Hisvet (1988)6

The Mouser Goes Below (1988)6

“The Tale of the Grain Ships”: A Fragment (1997)

Swords Against the Shadowland (1998)7

1 “Gray Mouser: 1” and “Gray Mouser: 2” are each short 
poems. They can be found in Ill Met in Lankhmar (White 
Wolf Publishing, 1995).
2 “Adept’s Gambit” was actually the first Fafhrd & Gray 
Mouser story ever written (1936), but was rejected by Weird 
Tales and didn’t see print until 1947.
3 Began as “The Tale of the Grain Ships” in 1936, but the 
story became the prototype for “Scylla’s Daughter” and 
later The Swords of Lankhmar.
4 Harry Otto Fischer wrote the first 10k words of The Lords 
of Quarmall in 1936, but it was Leiber who finished the tale 
and saw it published in 1964.
5 “The Childhood and Youth of the Gray Mouser” was 
written by Leiber’s long-time friend and co-creator of Faf-
hrd and the Gray Mouser, Harry Otto Fischer. It was pub-
lished in The Dragon #18.
6 These two stories were combined into one when pub-
lished in The Knight and Knave of Swords (1988).
7 Swords Against the Shadowland was written by Robin 
Wayne Bailey and was authorized by Leiber.
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CHAPTER ONE: 
AN OVERVIEW OF NEHWON

N
ehwon is a world very much like our own in 
many ways, yet utterly alien in others. A visi-
tor transplanted upon Nehwon from Earth (and 

there have been one or two down the long march of years) 
might initially mistake it for some far-flung land of their 
native world. But the longer he remained and the more he 
discovered about Nehwon’s oddities, the greater the alien-
ation he would experience.

This section serves as a general overview of the world of 
Nehwon, introducing its various locales and lands, as well 
as cosmology, people, and customs to the reader. However, 
we can only briefly explore this wondrous world in the 
space provided and cannot hope to replace the bevy of lore 
contained in the works of Fritz Leiber. Serious Nehwonian 
scholars should consult those texts first and foremost. Ad-
ditional information on the subjects addressed below will 
also appear in future DCC Lankhmar supplements from 
Goodman Games.

THE COSMOLOGY OF NEHWON

The question seemed to confound the man-demon. Hurriedly con-
sulting his book, he replied, “Do you know about other worlds? 
Don’t you believe the stars are only huge jewels?” Fafhrd re-
sponded, “Any fool can see that the lights in the sky are jew-
els, but we are not simpletons, we know of other worlds.” – The 
Swords of Lankhmar

Nehwon is a world rife with sages, priests, philosophers, 
and dreamers, and each of these individuals postulates 
different theories about the composition of the world and 
its place in the cosmic landscape. These theories are often 
at odds with one another, making the truth of the matter 
something the individual must decide for himself. 

The most popular theory about Nehwon currently is that 
it is a giant bubble slowly ascending through the cosmic 
waters of eternity. The inner surface of this “world bubble” 
bears the great continents, islands, and the massive jewels 
that form the stars twinkling above in the night sky. The 
Overlord of Lankhmar, Glipkerio Kistomerces, once had a 
grand metal diving bell crafted so that he might traverse 
the waters of eternity and visit other world bubbles (the 
success of the venture remains in dispute).

Scholars and priests who adhere to this theory, the most 
widely believed one amongst Nehwon’s learned folk, claim 
that the stars above are the product of the gods. The gods 
fashioned them from massive jewels before launching them 
into the night sky from atop the mountain of Stardock. The 
gems that litter the world of Nehwon are but artists’ mod-
els used by the gods in their designs before being cast away 
carelessly when no longer needed. According to this belief, 
when the sun sinks in the west, the burning orb swims 
through the eternal waters to resume its starting position in 

the east and stray rays thrown off by the sun on its journey 
cause the jewel stars to glitter in the night.

Lately, a rival theory has emerged in certain circles, but giv-
en its origin arises from phenomenon witnessed by “that 
mongrel and long-suspected burglar, cutpurse, swindler, 
and assassin, the Gray Mouser,” it remains very much in dis-
pute. This rival theorem attests that the sun, moon, and stars 
(and perhaps even the “planets nine”) reside in the heart of 
great waterspouts that circle the interior of the world bub-
ble of Nehwon in delicate order within the Great Equato-
rial Ocean—also known as the Sea of Stars—that rings the 
world. When the currents carry the waterspouts to the far 
side of the bubble, those below can see the lights burning at 
their heart and these are the stars, sun, and moon.

STARS OF NEHWON

Speaking of stars, Leiber was an amateur astronomer 
and his love of the science is evident in the stories of 
Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser. Several stars and con-
stellations appear in those tales and judges seeking 
to emulate Leiber’s writings might reference them 
when applicable in their DCC Lankhmar campaigns.

Akul: This star sometimes aligns with the tip of the 
Spire of Rhan in Lankhmar.

Ashsha: Brightest of Nehwon’s stars, it is pale blue 
in color.

Astorian: Nehwon’s greatest star.

Black Panther: A constellation.

Shadah: A star visible in the cold north.

Sol: The sun.

The Bright Ones: A collective name for all the stars 
in the heavens. 

The Dog Star: A bright star; whether there is a con-
nection to it and Sirius is unknown.

The Ghosts: A constellation comprised of dim stars.

The Knife: A constellation resembling a skinny, long 
triangle of stars with a tip star as red as blood.

The Lovers: A constellation composed of several 
bright star pairs.

The Targe: The northernmost constellation. It is com-
prised of seven spiraled stars.

The Whale Star: Mentioned, but no details given.
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